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trates this flat country. It comes from the south, although it might come
from any direction so far as the relief of the land is concerned. The
importance of the Paraguay River as a route of travel is indicated by
several tiny railroads which run out from the river north of Asuncion,
the capital, where the main line ends.
Uruguay. Uruguay is more fortunate than Paraguay because it lies
farther from the equator and near the sea. Its rolling plains and gentle
hills present a most desirable type of topography. Nevertheless, there,
too, although the rain is quite well distributed through the year, there
is so much drought that large areas are covered with short grass rather
than trees and are not reliable for agriculture. So long as the population
is not too dense this does little harm, for the people can devote themselves
to cattle raising. The rolling hills are excellent for this, and the two
million people of Uruguay raise an enormous number of cattle. In the
south, where there is more rain, Uruguay is a pleasant agricultural coun-
try. Its capital, Montevideo, is a city of which any people might well be
proud. The railroad net, however, is only about as dense as in northern
Mexico, or the drier part of Texas. In fact central Texas and Uruguay
are alike in many ways.
Argentina. If we had no information about Argentina except the
railroad map (A567), we could at once tell a good deal about it. The lati-
tude, 22° to 52° S, and the location in respect to the sea, tell us that the
northern interior must be hot and have rain only in summer, except among
the mountains. The central latitudes, however, on the east side at least,
must have a fairly good rainfall well distributed through the year. The
density of the railway net in this section indicates not merely that there
are a good many people, but also that they are active enough and prosper-
ous enough to do a great deal of business. The straightness of the rail-
roads, the way in which they 'radiate from Buenos Aires, and the paral-
lelism of those that run farthest west indicate that this central region is a
plain. The fact that most of the railroads end only 300 or 400 miles west
of Buenos Aires suggests that the plain becomes drier as one goes west-
ward. The way in which the Argentine railway net resembles that of
the western United States and Canada on a small scale is most interesting.
The scarcity of railroads south of latitude 40° suggests that for some
reason that part of the country is sparsely populated. The latitude, how-
ever, is not high enough to prevent agriculture, except in the far south.
Some other handicap must be at work. Can it be the relief? The fact
that the few railroads south of the main railway net as well as west of it
run nearly straight suggests that mountains are not an obstacle until one
is some distance away from the coast. We know from the relief map
that such is the case. The further fact that all except one of the railroads

